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ABOUT THE PARTNERSHIP
Tell me about this partnership
We are pleased to announce the official launch of the Dragos and Anomali partnership. As a first step,
the Dragos WorldView threat intelligence feed will be available via an application in the Anomali Preferred
Partner Store (APP Store).
This means:
• Dragos Industrial Control System (ICS) threat intelligence content now conveniently available to
analysts alongside other intelligence feeds in the Anomali Threat Platform.
• It includes both Dragos WorldView reports and Indicators of Compromise (IOCs).
• Customers benefit because it requires no additional infrastructure, reduces the learning curve,
and enables faster time-to-value.
• Anomali Threat Platform users can easily evaluate and purchase Dragos WorldView via the
APP Store.1
About Anomali
Anomali® detects adversaries and tells you who they are. Organizations rely on the Anomali Threat
Platform to detect threats, understand adversaries, and respond effectively. Anomali arms security teams
with machine learning optimized threat intelligence and identifies hidden threats targeting their
environments. The platform enables organizations to collaborate and share threat information among
trusted communities and is the most widely adopted platform for ISACs and leading enterprises
worldwide. For more information, visit us at www.anomali.com. Follow us on Twitter and LinkedIn.
About Dragos
The Dragos ICS asset identification, threat detection and response platform distills decades of real-world
experience from an elite team of ICS cybersecurity experts across the U.S. intelligence community and
private industrial companies. Dragos’ offerings also include professional services, and Dragos WorldView
for regular threat intelligence reports. Dragos is headquartered in the Washington, DC area. Visit
www.dragos.com for more information or follow us on Twitter and LinkedIn.
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Users must be logged into ThreatStream to access the APP Store.
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About Dragos WorldView industrial threat intelligence
Dragos WorldView is the industrial cybersecurity industry’s only product exclusively focused on ICS threat
intelligence. Prepared by Dragos’ expert ICS/OT threat intelligence analysts, it is the essential
supplement to any IT-focused intelligence product used by IT or OT professionals with responsibility for
an ICS network. Dragos WorldView calls out and cuts through the hype and speculation surrounding ICS
cybersecurity, providing an effective antidote to the fear, uncertainty and doubt it sows.
WorldView threat intelligence feeds, alerts, reports, and briefings provide deep, context-rich insight,
illuminating the malicious actors and activity targeting industrial control networks globally. This knowledge
enables ICS defenders to make both tactical decisions and strategic recommendations on ICS
cybersecurity quickly, and with confidence.

ABOUT THE DRAGOS APP
What does the free demo version provide?
Customers can enable a free 30-day demo of the Dragos WorldView threat intelligence feed via the
Anomali Preferred Partner Store (APP Store). The demo version provides you with hand-selected threat
intelligence and Indicators of Compromise (IOC) data to enable a consolidated view of your threat
landscape, from your enterprise IT network to your industrial OT network.
Notes:
• The demo version includes a limited number of reports and IOCs, giving you a feel for the
actionable insight and value Dragos brings to your industrial security posture.
• The full (paid) version provides access to all reports (see below).
What more does the full (paid) version provide?
Customers can unlock the full (paid) version for access to all reports, and full access to Dragos research
and expert perspective.
Regular threat intelligence content includes:
• ICS-themed malware identification and analysis
• ICS vulnerability disclosures and analysis
• ICS adversary behavior trends
• ICS threat / incident media report analysis and commentary (situational awareness)
• Key Indicators of Compromise (IOCs) and suspect domains
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How do I move from free demo to full (paid) version?
Customers can purchase full access via the Anomali Threat Platform. NOTE: You must be logged into
ThreatStream to access the APP Store for trial / purchase.
Alternatively, customers can contact Dragos directly to enable full access to Dragos WorldView in your
Anomali Threat Platform instance.
How do I learn more?
Customers may request access to the demo version via the APP Store. To learn more about the Dragos
WorldView app, including eligibility and pricing, please contact Anomali at info@anomali.com or Dragos
at info@dragos.com.
•
•

To learn more about Anomali ThreatStream, please visit www.anomali.com/threatstream
To learn more about Dragos WorldView, please visit www.dragos.com/worldview
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